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Topic
Solar towers use many mirrors to concentrate sun light on a central, tower-mounted receiver. The
receiver then transfers the resulting heat to a fluid (i.e. molten salt or air) that, in turn, exchanges the

Solar power plant PS10 in Andalusia, Spain.

heat to steam which powers a turbine, gene-
rating electricity. The placement of the mirrors
may lead to individual mirrors being blocked and
shaded; this affects the efficiency (and therefo-
re costs) of the power plant. The model is later
used for an optimisation process which finds the
most efficient arrangement of mirrors.

Preliminary work
A raytracer model is already implemented. The
model computes the incoming sun rays at the
receiver in terms of the sun’s position by con-
sidering shading, blocking and the sun shape.
The program is implemented in C++.

Task
In this thesis a web application has to be implemented in HTML5. The application contains some
windows which show three-dimensional settings of the solar tower plant (WebGL). Each registered
user can load and store his personal settings of a solar tower (e.g. location, height of the tower).
Therefore a MySQL database might be useful. The C++ model can be called via a php script. At the
end of the thesis the simulation has to verified and tested.
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